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This paper presents the formulation of a class of optimal signal 
design problems; in particular, the design of optimal "modulation" 
waveforms (under amplitude and energy constraints) to be used for 
the optimal estimation orprediction of the state of a linear dynamical 
system in the presence of Markov and white noise. The Kalman-Bucy 
theory is used to formulate an optimization problem in which the 
"state of the plant" is given by the elements of covariance matrices 
(which satisfy matrix Riccati differential equations), the "control" 
is related to the modulation signal, and the "cost" is a linear func- 
tional of the covarianee matrix. The problem statement is in such a 
form so that the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin can be applied to 
obtain the necessary conditions and it is used to derive the so-called 
"on-off" principle. The results prove that under total energy and 
peak amplitude constraints, the optimal signal, as a function of time, 
must alternate between its peak-power and its zero-power levels. A 
set of matrix differential equations--with split boundary conditions-- 
is also derived; the numerical solution of this set of equations can 
yield the explicit ime-dependence of the optimal waveform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper formulates in a precise manner  a class of optimization prob- 
lems related to and motivated by the problems of the design of optimal 
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signals (waveforms). The basic problem is to estimate or predict the 
state of a known linear dynamical system. This is to be accomplished by 
observing the output of the system in the presence of white and mar- 
kovian (correlated) noise; moreover, the cost of observation is included 
in the criterion for performance. In terms of signal design, the signal 
determines how the system output is observed and the "cost of observa- 
tion" is determined by constraints on the allowable signals. 
We seek the best observation program under a variety of constraints 
and criteria of performance. We are led to a well-defined optimization 
problem by (a) using vector differential equations for the description of 
both the dynamical system and the system which generates the Mar- 
kovian noise; (b) analyzing the filtering and estimation problem in 
terms of the Kalman-Buey filter (Kahnan, 1960; Kalman and Bucy, 
1961 ; Kalman, 1961) so that we use the matrix Riccati differential equa- 
tion to describe the propagation of the error eovarianee matrix; and (c) 
reducing the physical problem to an optimization problem in which the 
"dynamical system" is the system described by the matrix Riecati differ- 
ential equation and in which the "control variable" is related to the 
modulation signal. In this manner, we can use the powerful results availa- 
ble in the area of optimal control, namely, the maximum principle 
(Pontryagin et al., 1962) or, equivalently, the minimum principle 
(Athans and Falb, 1966). 
The major contribution of this paper lies with the proof of the so-called 
"on-off" principle. In essence, it is shown that for a wide class of total 
energy and peak amplitude (power) limited signal design problems, the 
optimal amplitude modulation is of an on-off nature, i.e., the optimal trans- 
mitted signal, alternates between its peak-power and its zero-power levels. 
This conclusion arises from a set of relations, which represent a set of 
necessary conditions for optimality, deduced through the use of the 
minimum principle of Pontryagin. 
This paper is the outgrowth of an unpublished report (Schweppe, 
1964) which considered communication a d radar problems in the frame- 
work of modern control theory. Such formulations differ considerably 
from the approaches used commonly by communication engineers in the 
following sense: all equations are stated in the time domain so that non- 
stationary and finite observation time problems can be examined; fur- 
ihermore, constraints upon the amplitude, energy, and bandwidth of 
the modulating signal form an integral part of the problem formulation. 
A priori parameterization f the modulating signals in terms of a finite 
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number of coefficients i not needed. The use of differential, rather than 
integral, equations is better suited to digital computer investigations. 
Although motivated by communication and radar problems, the basic 
ideas and results of this paper are applicable to a much wider range of 
systems problems, i.e., problems where information gathering is costly. 
There is also a close tie to the statistical theory of experiment design. 
There are several other related papers on signal or modulation design. 
The present paper on state estimation has a companion paper 
(Schweppe, 1966) which considers how decision-making problems (such 
as encountered in the detection of signals) can also be formulated in a 
similar framework. Two earlier papers present explicit results for some 
specific problems: ra.dar frequency modulations (Sehweppe, 1965a) and 
radar amplitude modulation (Sehweppe and Gray, 1966). An optimal 
combination of the frequency and amplitude modulation is discussed by 
Davis (1966). A related paper on waveforms for detection is that of 
Tufts and Schnidman (1964). Signal design for communication systems 
is discussed by Middleton (1960), who used the classical calculus of 
variations and integral equations. A signal design (measurement con- 
trol) problem formulation based on the "separation theorem" of optimal 
control theory is given by Meier et al. (1967). Experimental design prob- 
lems of statistics are discussed in Keifer and Wolfowitz (1959) and in 
Karlin and Studden (1966). 
In Section 2 we motivate the particular problem being investigated. 
In Section 3 we present the necessary mathematical models, and in 
Section 4, arrive at a precise mathematieM statement of the problem to 
be solved. The necessary conditions are derived from the maximum 
principle in Section 5, and the on-off principle is proved in Section 6. 
Section 7 contains general discussions on special eases, extensions, etc. 
2. MOTIVAT ION 
In this Section we shall discuss in general terms the class of problems 
to be considered. The discussion is only for motivation; no attempt is 
made to detail the explicit modeling needed to east specific problems 
within our general framework. Figure 1 will be used to illustrate some 
of the ideas (in Fig. 1 "thick" channels denote flow of veetor-vMued 
signals while "thin" channels denote flow of scMar-valued signals). 
We shall denote by S a linear, possibly time-varying, dynamical sys- 
tem with state vector x(t), scalar output y(t), possibly excited by a 
vector-valued white noise process ~,(t) (in this case y(t) is a markovian 
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FIG. 1. The block diagram of the system under investigation. 
random process). The objective is to obtain an unbiased minimum vari- 
ance estimate 2(t) of the state x(t) of S. It is possible, however, to ob- 
serve only the process z(t) during a finite interval of time [to, T] (the 
observation i terval). 
As indicated in Fig. i the output y(t) of S is multiplied by the so-called 
modulation signal u(t) (a seMar-valued function of time). The resultant 
signal u(t)y(t)  is corrupted additively by two scalar-valued random 
processes: the markovian process O(t) and the white noise process ,(t). 
Thus, the observed signal is 
z(t) = u(t) y(t) + O(t) + ~(t); t~[to, T]. (2.1) 
The assumption that the process O(t) is markovian allows us to model 
O(t) as the output of the linear, possibly time-varying, system N. We 
assume that N is excited by the vector-valued white noise process ((t), 
that the state of N is ~(t) and that its output is O(t). 
A model such as 2.1 can arise in many situations where there is some 
"control" over how observations are made and a cost or constraints asso- 
ciated with the making of observations. We shall now discuss the par- 
ticular problem which originally motivated our investigations, the 
design of radar amplitude modulations. Let us suppose that S is an ade- 
quate mathematical representation f the equations of motion of a re- 
entry vehicle; in this case, the components of the state vector x(t) will 
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represent position, velocity, acceleration, angle of attack, etc. variables, 
and the components of tile white noise process ~(t) may represent un- 
certainties in the applied thrust, drag, etc. Let us suppose that we are 
interested in estimating or predicting the state x(t) of S in a finite ob- 
servation interval [to, T] using, say, a radar which can measure the range 
of the vehicle from some reference point. In this case, the output y(t) of 
S will be the range. However, in order to obtain the range we must use 
some form of amplitude modulation upon the radar carrier signal. The 
variable u(t) in Fig. 1 is used to model the effect of this amplitude modu- 
lation; if u(t) = 0, then no radar signal is transmitted, and hence we do 
not observe y(t). The noise which always appears in the communication 
channel is modeled by the addition to the signal u(t) y(t) of the pro- 
cesses 0(t) and ,(t). For example, (t) may represent receiver noise 
while t~(t) may represent the effect of a jamming signal. 
The observed signal is z(t), t C [to, T]. On the basis of this observation 
we are interested in estimating either the state x(T) (the filtering prob- 
lem) or the state x(T 9- r), r > 0 (the prediction problem, where r is 
the prediction time). We note that if at each instant of time the magni- 
tude of u(t) is very large, then we have a high signal-to-noise ratio [in 
the sense that z(t) is made up mostly of the signal u(t) y(t)]; clearly, a 
high signal-to-noise ratio is desirable in order to produce a good estimate 
of x(t). Unfortunately the maximum allowable magnitude of u(t) is 
limited by the radar's peak power capability. A good estimate of x(t) 
may also be possible using a small u(t) over an extended time interval. 
However the amount of available nergy is also limited or may have a 
cost associated with its use. Similar restrictions or costs are associated 
with the bandwidth occupied by u(t). We can thus associate to the modu- 
lation u(t) a cost of observation which is related to the power, energy, 
and bandwidth required for observation. We are thus faced with the 
common trade-off problem: high accuracies require large costs in terms 
of energy and/or power and/or bandwidth. 
What we seek is commonly a compromise between these many con- 
flicting quantities. This paper provides a precise mathematical formula- 
tion of the following problem: 
PROBLEM 2.1. How does one choose the best observation (or modulation) 
program u( t) during the interval [to, T] so that the best possible (in some 
sense) estimate of x(T) is obtained without violating any power, energy, and 
bandwidth constraints which the designer may impose upon u( t ). 
The preceding radar example is "reasonable" when viewed in general 
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terms. However,  if one starts with a narrow band radar signal, it is prob- 
ably not obvious exactly how one transforms its inherently nonlinear 
parameter estimation character into the form of Fig. 1. This transforma- 
tion can be accomplished by linearization and treating the carrier ampli- 
tude and phase as unknown parameters. The  essential steps are covered 
in Schweppe (1955b), although some extension (as to 1V~arkov noise) is 
required. The specific amplitude modulations considered in Schweppe 
and Gray (1966) yielded a model which is a special case of Fig. 1. [['he 
frequency modulation problm of Schweppe (19653) yielded a model 
similar but not equivalent to Fig. 1. Both these references also mention 
some of the shortcomings associated with linearization, i.e., the shape 
of the "ambiguity function." 
The radar example is used only to motivate the Problem 2.1. The 
basic model of Fig. 1 can be employed in a wide variety of other situa- 
tions. For the present paper we simply consider Fig. 1 and the corre- 
sponding problem statement, Problem 2.1, as problems of interest in 
their own right. 
We have called the real time function u(t) many things: a waveform, 
a signal, a modulation, an amplitude modulation, an observation pro- 
gram, a control, etc. Depending on the specific problem, any or none of 
these terms may be appropriate. Henceforth, we will usually caI1 u(t)  a 
modulation but emphasize that this choice is only for the sake ot exposi- 
tion. There is apparently no single term that is universally appropriate. 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
In Section 2 we outlined the basic problem of interest. In this Section 
we shall state our assumptions from a mathematical point of view. The 
terminology is the one shown also in Fig. 1. Moreover, we shall discuss 
the constraints and the need for criteria for performance. 
3.1 THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM S 
Let us consider a dynamical system with state an n-vector x(t) and 
scalar output y(t) described by the differential equations (all vectors 
are column vectors) 
d x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)t~(t) 
dt (3.1) 
y( t )  = c ' ( t )x ( t ) ,  
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A(t) is a n X n matr ix 
x(t) is a n-vector 
B(t) is a n X p matr ix  
~(t) is a p-vector 
c(t) is a n-vector 
y(t) is a scalar. 
Let x(t0) be the state of the system at t ime to. Assume that  ~,(t) is a 
vector white noise process with zero mean, 4 i.e., 
5{~(t)} = 0 for a l l t  (3.2) 
and with covarianee matr ix 
coyly(t); ~(~)] = R( t )~( t - .~)  = ~(~(t)~'(T)}. (3.3) 
R(t)  is a positive-semidefinite r al symmetr ic  p X p matrix. Moreover,  
assume that  the system (3.1) is completely observable. We remark that  
y(t) is the actual scalar output of the system; since ~,(t) is a white noise 
process, y(t) is a 5/[arkov random process (of nth order). 
3.2 THE MARKOV NOISE ~\([ODEL AT 
Consider another dynamical  system with state ~(t )  and scalar output  
O(t) described by the differential equations 
d v ( t )  = F ( t )v ( t )  -~- G(t)~(t)  
dt (3.4) 
0(t) = d'(t)(~(t) 
where 
F(t)  is a m X m matr ix 
~(t )  is a m-vector 
G(t)  is ~ m X q matr ix 
~(t) is a q-vector 
d(t) is a m-vector. 
4 We could assume that 8{t~(t)l ~ 0. In this manner, we could incorporate 
deterministic forcing function in Eq. (4.1). ttowever, the assumption of zero 
mean simplifies the algebra. 
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Let ~(t~) be the initial state of the system. Assume that ((t) is a vector 
white noise process, independent of V(t), such that 
8{~(t)} = 0 (3.5) 
coy[[(t); ~(r)] = ~(t)~(t-r) = 8{~(t)~'(r)} (3.6) 
~(t) is a positive-seinidefinite real symmetric q > q matrix. As before, 
assume that the system (3.4) is completely observable. We note that 
the scalar 0(t) is a Markov noise process (of the qth order). 
3.3 THE OBSEgVEI) SIGNAL 
Let z(t) be a scalar function of time which represents the actual ob- 
served signal. We assume that the observed signal z(t) has the following 
form: 
z(t) = u(t)y(t) + O(t) + ~(t), (3.7) 
where 
y(t) is the scalar output of the dynamical system S (3.1) 
O(t) is the scalar output of the Markovian system N (3.4) 
v(t) is a scalar-valued white noise process, independent of t*(t) and 
~(t), such that 
8{n(t)} = 0 (3.8) 
and 
coyly(t); ~(~)] = h(t)~(t-.r) = ~{v(t)v(~)}; h(t) > 0. (3.9) 
We shall call the scalar function of time u(t) which multiplies y(t) in 
Eq. (3.7) the control or modulation variable. We shall next state some 
assumptions regarding u(t), and discuss their engineering significance. 
3.4 ENEaoY AND PEA~ POWER CO?¢ST~AINTS 
We now discuss two possible constraints in the signal u(t) : peak power 
(amplitude) and total energy. 
At each instant of time the amplitude of u(t) controls the relative 
amount of "information" regarding the system S in the observed signal 
z(t). In the framework of the radar example discussed in Section 2, the 
amplitude of u(t) is related to the peak power capabilities of the trans- 
mitter. Thus a peak magnitude constraint on u(t) of the form 
0 < u(t) ~ U for allt (3.10) 
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is a reasonable assumption from a physical point of view. 
The next reasonable constraint to be used in conjunction with u(t) is 
related to the energy of the modulated signal in the interval [to, T]. In 
the framework of the radar example, energy constraints on the modula- 
tion reflect he average nergy capabilities of the transmitter. Commonly 
such constraints take the iorm 
ft ~ lu°(t) dt = constant = Vo, (3.11) op 
where p is some positive real number. Often p = 2 or p -=- 1, and so the 
control energy constraints takes either the form 
½ ~(t) dt = V (3.12) 
G 
or the form 
f,]~' u(t) dt W. (3.13) 
Of course, the interesting problems arise when the energy constraint is 
violated by setting 
u(t) = U foralltC[t0, T]. 
Thus, we shall assume that either 
½ U2dt = ½(T-  to)U ~ < V (3.14) 
0 
or  
ftr U dt = (T - to)U < W. (3.15) 
o 
Using such constraints on the amplitude and the energy of u(t) one is 
forced to have the modulation signal u(t) satisfy the relation 
u(t) < U (3.16) 
over some finite subset of [to, T]. 
The decision on which energy constraint to use obviously depends on 
the particular application of interest. For the rest of this paper, only the 
energy constraint of (3.13) is considered. If other definitions uch as 
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(3.12) are used, the basic design concept is valid although the actual 
results may be quite different. 
3.5 BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINTS 
A third possible constraint on u(t), tC [to, T] is bandwidth. Like peak 
power and total energy, bandwidth is often considered to be of funda- 
mentM importance. However, bandwidth is an illusive concept and, in 
some cases, is not fundamental. 
The bandwidth of u(t) may be important for various reasons: for 
example, 
1. The "transmitted signal" must occupy only a finite band of fre- 
quencies to prevent interference with other systems. 
2. The modulation will be "passed through" some system with a 
limited frequency response range. 
Such examples lead to two different ways of handling bandwidth restric- 
tions: 
1. Define some function of u(t),t ~ Ire, T] as a measure of bandwidth 
and explicitly constrain this function just like peak power and total 
energy. 
2. Incorporate the dynamical system causing the bandwidth limita- 
tions directly into the overall model and then forget about band- 
width constraints. 
Of course the first type of bandwidth restriction can be used with the 
second reason for having a bandwidth restriction, etc. We will now dis- 
cuss these two ways of handling bandwidth restrictions. 
Consider first the definition of a bandwidth measure to be explicitly 
constrained. There are many reasonable measures which may be appro- 
priate for different situations, but there is no universal measure (espe- 
cially for finite time duration signals and time varying systems). How- 
ever, most bandwidth measures can be incorporated into our signal 
design framework. For example, if u(t) is "smooth," then one may say its 
bandwidth is small. We can guarantee the "smoothness" of u(t) by ap- 
propriately constraining its time derivatives. A common type of such 
bandwidth constraint is to demand that [in addition to constraints of 
the type (3.15)] 
u(t dt <= X, (3.17) 
o 
a constraint which (by ParsevaI's Theorem) is related to the second 
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moment of the "spectrum" of u(t). Additional smoothing may be im- 
posed by relations of the form 
u(t dt <= X~ (3.18) 
o 
for k = 2, 3, . . . .  Another type of a bandwidth measure can be based 
on "energy transfer." Assume the signal u(t), t C [to, T] is passed through 
a linear dynamical system which approximates in some sense an ideal 
low pass system with "cut-off" frequency x~. Let y(t) denote the output 
of this linear system. If the energy in y(t), t~[to, T], is close to the 
energy in u(t), tC [to, T], one can see that u(t) has most of its frequency 
content below ~o. 
Now consider the incorporation of an appropriate dynamical system 
directly into the overall model. This idea is just a realization that the 
bandwidth concept is often artifically introduced so that the actual sys- 
tern dynamics can be ignored. We are merely noting that it may be better 
to use the "real" system dynamics and ignore the concept of bandwidth. 
If a more complete model for the system dynamics is used, its exact 
nature obviously depends on the particular problem. However for many 
applications, a dynamical system will be added between the signal u(t) 
and the multiplier of Fig. 4. In some applications, the dynamical system 
will be an approximation to an ideal low pass filter. 
There is, of course, a third approach to bandwidth type considerations. 
The optimum signal can be designed without any bandwidth eonsidera- 
tions. The bandwidth of the resulting signal can then be evaluated to 
see if it is satisfactory. This is the approach that was used in Schweppe 
and Gray (1966) and partially in Schweppe (1965a). 
Through the rest of the paper we will drop the subject of bandwidth 
and restrict he discussion to the system of Fig. 1 with total energy and 
peak power constraints. However, we emphasize that bandwidth con- 
straints can be incorporated into our overall signal design framework. 
3.6 T~ BASIC PROBLE~I 
The basic idea is to use the observed signal z(t) over the observation 
interval [t0, T] 
(1) to either obtain a linear minimum variance unbiased estimate 
:~(T) of i (T)  (the filtering problem) 
(2) or to obtain a linear minimum variance unbiased estimate 
i (T  ~- ~) of x(T -~ r), (the prediction problem). 
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It is clear that the modulation signal u(t), t ~ [to, T], will effect he deter- 
ruination of i (T)  and of i(  T + r). The mathematical implications will 
be discussed in the following Section; we shM1 then make precise the 
effect of u(t) upon the covariance matrix of the error x(t) - i(t). At this 
stage of development it is sufficient o assert hat different modulations 
will yield different estimates i(t) of x(t). In order to obtain the best 
estimate, say i*(t), t ~ [to, T], consistent with the constraints, naturally 
one must specify a measure of "goodness" (or performance rune- 
tion~l) which can be used to compare two distinct modulation schemes. 
Such criteria for optimality will be discussed in the sequel. 
4. THE OPTIMAL LINEAR FILTER EQUATIONS AS A FUNCTION 
OF THE MODULATION u(t) AND IN TERMS OF THE 
COVARIANCE MATRIX 
In this Section we shall show how the problem of constructing optimal 
modulation signals can be reduced to a deterministic optimization prob- 
lem in which the "plant" is described by a matrix Riccati differential 
equation. To do this, we shall cast the problem described in Section 3 
into the framework of the Kalman-Bucy filtering problem. 
We shall show that for any given modulation or control signal u(t), 
tE[to, T], which satisfies the magnitude and "energy"-like constraints 
imposed, one can find the corresponding linear filter [whose equations 
will also depend on the choice of u(t)]; furthermore, for any given choice 
of u(t) one can evaluate the covariance matrix of the error between the 
estimate of the state and of the actuM state of the dynamical system, and, 
in so doing, arrive at a precise criterion for optimality. Finally, we shall 
formulate an optimization problem which seeks the choice of the modula- 
tion signal u(t) which mimmizes an appropriate sonar function of the 
error covarianee matrix at time T. 
4.1 THE COVARIANCE EQUATION 
First, let us combine the differential equations of the dynamical sys- 
tem (3.1) and the Markovian system (3.4) into the single equation 
We can define the scalar output of the combined system (5.1) as 
fj(t) = u(t)y(t) --~ O(t), (4.2) 
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which may be written as 
~(t) - - -  [u(t)c'(t) id'(t)] L~,(t)J 
so that the observed signal is now given by 
z(t) = ~(t) + ~(t). (4.4) 
Assume the combined system (4.1),(4.3) is completely controllable and 
observable (see Appendix A). 
We can now construct the optimal filter which provides, for every time 
t ( It0, T], the linear minimum variance unbiased estimate 
~( t ) J  
of the random variable 
,~(t)j" 
We would like to stress that this filter depends very strongly upon the 
choice of the modulation signal u(t). Using the results of Kalman and 
Buey, we have the following result. 
THEOREM. The optimal estimate 
[ ~u(t) q [-x(t) ] 
is the solution 4 the ( n ÷ m) linear differential equation 
d I i~t ) ]=rA( t )  O [ i , , ( t ) ] _  1 [lh,(t)i l~,,(t)] 
d] Lo~(t)J / - ; - IF(;  L;,2t)J ~ LiT~;I;~]?A 
L a~) J [u(t)C'(t)d'(t)] L#oZ~tiJ (4.a) 
1 F lihu(t)'~I;2-(t)][-u(t)z(t) 
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subject o the initial condition 
lyon] 
where the matrix 
(~.6) 
subject o the initial condition 
~,~(to) = ~o (4.10) 
where ~,o is the covariance matrix, assumed to be known, of the error vector 
e.(to) at t = to. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall define the following (n 4- m) × 
(n 4- m) matrices: 
FA(t)I o ] 
-B(t)R(t)B'(t)  i 0 ] 
S(t) 0 IG(t)~(t)G'(t) J  (4.12) 
j (4.7) 
is a real ( n 4- m) X ( n + m) matrix which is the covariance matrix of the 
error yeetor 
~(t )  L~,(~-i - ,~(t)_j (4.s) 
The covariance matrix Y.~( t) is the solution of the matrix Riccati differential 
equation 
rA(t)', 0-1  rK(t)l 0 ] 
. . . . . .  I - - -  / . . . .  I-7::-/:~(t) d t ~.(t) L 0 '.F(t)J ~'~(t) +L o !F(t).J 
[-~(t)c(t)c'(t)lu(t)c(t) d'(t) ] 1 ~u(t) . . . . . . . . . .  l . . . . . . . . .  
FB(t)R(t)B'(t)  0 ] 
+ L o iG(t)~(i) G'(t) J 
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Y(u, t) (4.13) 
Using the above matrices, the matrix Riccati equation (4.9) takes the 
form 
d :E,~(t) = q(t):E~(t) + :E~(t)Q'(t) 
dt (4.14) 
- -  ~(t )Y (u ,  t)Y.~(t) + S(t). 
The Riecati equation (4.9) or (4.t4) governs the time-evolution of the 
covariance matrix ~( t )  for any given admissible modulation u(t) and 
any given initial eovariance matrix ~0 • 
4.2 THE STRUCTURE OF  THE OPT IMAL  F ILTER 
By carrying" out the indicated matrix multiplications in Eq. (4.5) one 
obtains the dynamical systems which generate the estimates :~(t) and 
~,,(t) of x(t) and ~(t), respectively. For the sake of convenience we 
shall define the following: 
1 [u2(t)~lu(t)e(t)c,(t) Fn(u, t) -- A(t) -- h~ 
:: , (4.15) + u(t) 2~(t)d(t)c (t)] 
(an n X n matrix) 
1 [u2(t)y,~(t)c(t)d,(t) + ~(t)d( t )d  (t)] 
r~(u,  t) h~ (4.16) 
(ml n X m matrix) 
1 2 
F2~(u, t) ---- h(t) [u (t)Y.~(t)c(t)c (t) + u(t)Y.~,(t)d(t)c'(t)] (4.17) 
(an m X n matrix) 
1 , 
r~2(u, t) = F(t) -- h~ [u(l)Y,~,,(t)c(t)d (t) ÷ Y.4~(t)d(t)d'(t)] (4.18) 
(an m X m matrix) 
1 [u(t)Y.~(t)c(t) + ~;2~(t)d(t)] 
~n(u, t) = /~(~) . (4.19) 
(an n X 1 matrix) 
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1 [u(t)~3v(t)c(t) + Z4v(t)d(t)], 
t) = (4 .2o)  
(an m X 1 matrix) 
where we have included u in the argument to emphasize the explicit de- 
pendence of these matrices upon the modulation u(t). 
The estimates iv(t) and Or(t) are then the solutions of the dynamical 
systems 
d iv(t) = rn(u,  t)iv(t) - -  r12(u, t)¢v(t) + a,,(u, t)z(t) (4.21) 
dt 
d 
dt ~v(t) = r~l(u, t)iv(t) + r~(u,  t )~(t )  --~ ~22(u, t)z(t) (4.22) 
subject to the initial conditions 
iv(t0) - ~v(t0) = 0. (4.23) 
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the feedback structure of the optimal filter; one 
"vector output" i~(t) provides the "best signal," while the other "vector 
output" ~( t )  yields the "best noise." 
Given a prediction time ~, • >= 0, it is very easy to construct he pre- 
dicted estimates iv(t 3- r) and ~v(t 3- r) given iv(t) and ~u(t). These 
can be computed as follows: Let Old(t; to) and O~2(t; to) be the funda- 
mental matrices of the systems (3.1) and (3.4), i.e., 
d (Ihl(t; t) = A(t)Ou(t; to); Old(to "to) -- I (4.24) 
dt 
d (I)2~(t; o) -- F(t)O~(t; to); O~(t0 ; to) -- I . .  (4.25) 
dt 
Then it is easy to show that 
iv(t -{- -r) = On(t 3- -r; t)iv(t) (4.26) 
~( t  q- r) = ~2a(t q- ~; t),O~(t). (4.27) 
4.3 COMMENTS 
The matrix differential equation (4.9) describes the evolution of the 
matrix ~( t )  as a function of time. We note that this differential equa- 
tion is nonlinear and time-varying, so that an analytical solution can 
rarely be obtained. 
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d~(t} 
z(t) . J 
~(t)  
FIG. 2. The structure of the filters providing the "best signal" and the "best 
The important thing which must be reMized is that 
(a) given the initial condition ~:0, and 
(b) given any modulation or control signal u(t) which satisfies the 
constraints of Section 3.4, 
one can obtain by straightforward calculation using a digital or analog 
computer the values of the matrix ~( t )  for all t~ [to, T]. Of course, the 
values of the elements of this matrix will depend on the modulation u(t) 
which was chosen. In this context one may view the equations (4.9) or 
(4.16) as defining a dynamical system whose state variables are the elements 
of the matrix "Z~( t ) and where the modulation u( t ) plays the ~vle of the con- 
trol variable (this is the reason that in Fig. 1 we refer to u(t) as the modu- 
lation and control variable). In this manner u(t) controls the time 
domain evolution of the elements of the error covarianee matrix. 
Up to now we have the following "essential ingredients" for an optimi- 
zation problem: 
(a) a set of differential equations which relate the state variables to 
the control variable 
(b) a set of constraints upon the control variable 
(e) a set of initial conditions for the state variables. 
What is missing is a scalar-valued performance (or cost) functional 
which may be used in order to evaluate which of, say, two modulations 
ul(t) and us(t) is "better." 
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4.4 THE PERFORMANCE CRITERION 
In this Section we shall present he quantitative means which one 
may use to compare two distinct admissible modulations, ay ~;(t) and 
~(t), and to subsequently decide whether or not ~(t) is "better" than 
~(t), or vice versa. 
The KMman-Buey filter provides us with a minimum variance esti- 
mate :~(T) of x(T) for any given admissible modulation. Let K be an 
n X n symmetric and positive definite matrix and consider the scalar 
functional 
J (u) = 8[x(T) - fc,(T)]'K[x(T) - i~(T)], (4.28) 
The better the estimate i~(T), the smaller the value of the functional 
J (u).  Since K was chosen positive definite it is clear that J(u) = 0 if 
and only if i~(T) = x(T). We shall use the cost functional J(u) to 
decide whether one modulation is better than another. 
It  is possible to express the cost functional J(u) in terms of the error 
covariance matrix I~(T) .  To do this we decompose the (n ~- m) X 
(n -t- m) matrix l~u(t) as before 
[ zl~(t) 1 l~2~(t) (4.29) 
z~( t )  = ~:~(t) i ' 
where ~l~(t) is an n X n matrix and l~4u(t) is an m N m matrix. Clearly, 
l~l~(t) is the covarianee matrix of the error vector x(t) - i~(t) and 
~4~(t) is the covariance matrix of the vectors(t)  - @u(t). 
Using the decomposition (4.29), the cost functional J (u) ,  defined by 
Eq. (4.28) can be written in the form 
J(u) = tr [KI~(T)] ,  (4.30) 
where tr[. ] is the trace function of a square matrix. Furthermore, if we 
define the (n -t- m) X (n + m) matrix 
M = . . . . .  ,. (4.31)  
0 ', 0 
we observe that the cost functional J (u) can also be written in the form 
J (u )  = triMly(T)]. (4.32) 
We shall use the cost functional J (u) to decide which one of any two 
given admissible modulations i better. Suppose that ~(t) and ~(t) are 
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two given admissible modulations for tC[to, T]. Let ~( t )  and N;(t) 
denote the solutions of the matrix Riceati equation (4.9) starting at the 
same initial condition No at to, and generated by the modulations ~.(t) 
and ~(t), respectively. Then, we shall say that ~(t) is better than ~,(t) 
if and only if 
j(~) < j(~), (4.33) 
or, equivalently, if and only if 
tr[M~a(T)] < tr[Ml~(T)]. (4.34) 
Once a test is available for the comparison of two modulations, one 
can precisely define the notion of an optimal modulation u*(t), tff [to, T] 
as follows 
DEFINITION 1. An admissible modulation u*( t) is called optimal if and 
only if 
J(u*) <= J(u) (4.35) 
or, equivalently, if and only if 
tr[M~,(T)]  < tr[M~:~(T)] (4.36) 
for all admissible modulations u(t), t C [to, T]. 
Henceforth, we shall no longer explicitly indicate the fact that ~(t) 
depends on u(t). Thus, we shall use 
~(t) & ~:~(t), l~*(t) =~ ~, ( t )  (4.37) 
so that Eq. (4.36) is written as 
tr[M~* (T) ] <= tr[MI:(T)]. (4.38) 
If one determines the optimal modulation u*(t), then one can find the 
best possible I(Mman-Bucy type filter under the imposed modulation 
constraint; the "output" of this best filter will be the best possible sti- 
mate i~,(T) of x(T) under the imposed modulation constraints and in 
the sense of the cost functional (4.23). Thus one obtains both the opti- 
mM modulation u*(t) and the corresponding "matched" Kalman-Bucy 
filter. 
4.5 ThE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
In this Section we shall state the optimization problem which we shall 
consider. 
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PI~OBLEM 4.1 Given the matrix Riccati differential equation [see Eqs. 
(2.11-2.16)] 
d ~(t) -- Q(t)~:(t) + ~:(t)Q'(t) - ]~(t)Y(u, t) ~(t) + S(t) (4.39) 
dt 
subject o the known initial condition ]~(to) = Zo , where Y~o is a symmetric 
positive definite matrix. Given a terminal time T, T > to. Given that the 
modulation u( t ) satisfies the constraints 
0 < u(t) < U ] 
ft ~ u(t) dt = W (4.40) 
o 
(T - -  to)U > W. 
Then, find a modulation u* ( t ) such that 
tr[M~*(T)] ~ tr[M~(T)] (4.41) 
for all admissible modulations u( t ). 
5. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY; STATE ESTIMATION 
The optimization problem 4.1 stated above is of the type which can 
be readily attacked using the available theory of optimal control. Ba- 
sically, the elements a~y(t) of the covariance matrix ~ (t) play the role of 
the state variables of a dynamical system, whose "dynamics" are gov- 
erned by the matrix Riccati differential equation. The modulation u(t) 
plays the role of the control variable. The cost functional J (u )  depends 
upon the terminal values of the "state variables" a~j(T) at t = T. In the 
control iterature such an optimization problem is often called a "fixed- 
time, free-end point problem with a terminal cost" (see, for example, 
Chapter 5 oi Athans and Falb, 1966). 
In this Section we shall use the minimum principle of Pontrya~in to 
derive a set of necessary conditions for Problem 4.1. For the reader who 
is not as yet initiated into the "cult of the minimum principle," it suffices 
to state that application of the minimum principle yields a set of local 
relations which must be satisfied by the optimal modulation u* (t). These 
relations can be manipulated to provide 
(a) useful qualitative results regarding the shape of the optimal modu- 
lation signal, and 
(b) a complete solution to the optimization problem (which, in gen- 
eral, can be obtained only by using a digital or hybrid comouter). 
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The standard statement of the minimum principle applies to systems 
described by vector differential equations. In our ease the dynamical sys- 
tem to be controlled is described by the matrix Riceati differential 
equation. It is possible to transform the matrix equations into vector 
equations; however, one then looses the advantages offered by the com- 
pact matrix notation. For this reason, we shall state all of the necessary 
conditions retaining the matrix notation• 
5.1 THE ENERGY VARIABLE z0(t) 
In order to apply the minimum principle it is necessary to transform 
all integral-type constraints into differential equations. Since the rela- 
tions involving the eovariance matrix :~(t) are already in differential 
• T equation form, it suffices to transform the energy constraint]to u(t)dt = 
W into a differential constraint. To do this define a scalar variable 
zo(t) by 
¢0(t) = u(~) dr, (5.1) 
Q 
which is a measure of the energy "used up" during the time-interval 
[to, t]. Clearly, ao(t) satisfies the first-order linear differential equation 
d ~0(t) = u(t), (5.2) 
dt 
and it is subject o the boundary conditions 
~0(t) = 0, ~0(T) = W. (5.3) 
5.2 ThE Cos'rATE VARIABLES AND TIlE COBTATE MATRIX 
Since we are dealing with ai~ optimization problem subieet o differ- 
ential equation constraints, it becomes necessary to introduce ee~ain 
functions of time which play the role of the Lagrange multipliers. In 
control terminology these functions are commonly called costate variables. 
Let po(t), t ~ [to, T], be a continuous scalar time-%nction; we shall say 
that po(t) is the eostate corresponding to the energy variable a0(t) (see 
Eq. 5.1). Let pg~(t), i , j  = 1, 2, -.. , (n -t- m), be continuous calar 
functions of time; we shall say that p~(t) is the costate which corre- 
sponds to the zig(t) variable [where z~¢(t) is the element at the ith row 
and jth column of the covariance matrix 2:(t)]. 
It is convelfient to introduce the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix P(t), 
which is the matrix whose i jth element is the costate p~(t). We shall 
call P (t) the costate matrix corresponding to the eovariance matrix l~ (t). 
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5.3 THE I-IAMILTONIAN FUNCTION H 
The necessary conditions provided by the minimum principle are 
stated in terms of a scalar function H which is called the Hamiltonian. 
The Hamiltonian function for the Problem 4.1 is defined as follows 
n+m n'-~m 
H = po(t) d to(t) + ~ ~ pi](t) d zij(t) 
dt i=1 j~l  dt 
or, equivalently, using the covariance matrix ~(t) and the costate 
matrix P(t), by 
S = po(t) dt no(t) + tr ~(t) I)'(t) . (5.4) 
Substituting Eqs. (5.2) and (4.14) into Eq. (5.4), and using the prop- 
erty tr[A + B] = tr[A] q- tr[B], we find that the Hamiltonian for our 
problem is given by 
H = po(t)u(t) + tr[Q(t)~(t)P'(t)] 
÷ tr[y,(t)Q'(t)P'(t)]--tr[y,(t)Y(u, t)~(t)p'(t)]  (5.5) 
q- tr[S(t)P'(t)]. 
We observe that the Harniltonian is independent of the energy variable 
z0(t). To emphasize the functional dependence ofH we write 
H = H[Y,(t), P(t), po(t), t, u(t)]. (5.6) 
5.4 LIST OF NECESSARY CONDIT IONS 
In this Section we shall list the necessary conditions which one obtains 
by  application of the min imum principle. (The  general listing of the 
necessary conditions for problems which  are of the same type as P rob lem 
4.1 can be found, for example, in Athans  and Falb, 1966, Table 5.1, row 
8, pp: 306-307): 
Let u*(t) be the optimal modulation, t~[t0, T]. It is assumed that 
u*(t) exists. Let ~0*(t) denote the solution of Eq. (5.2) generated by  
u* (t) and  Starting f rom the initial condition ¢0" (t0) = 0. Let ~*(t) denote 
the solution of the Riccati equation (4.14) generated by  u*(t) and 
Starting f rom the initial condition x*(t0) = ~0. Then,  there exist costate 
variables po*(t) and pi~-*(t)--with i, j -- I, 2, • • - , n + m- -such  that 
the following conditions hold: 
(1) po*(t) and * p~(t) satisfy the differential equations 
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d OH • 
d-t p0*(t) - O~o(t) = 0 (5.7) 
d , OH l 
d-t p ij (t) - &r~j(t) . '  (5.8) 
where I* means that the quantity in question is to be evaluated 
using the optimal quantities. 
(2) For all t, t C [to, T], and for every modulation u(t) satisfying the 
magnitude constraint 0 =< u(t) < U, the following scalar inequality 
holds 
H[~*(t), P*(t), po*(t), t, u*(t)] 
=< H[~*(t), P*(t), po*(t), t, u(t)] (5.9) 
(3) At the terminal time T we must have 
~0*(T) = W (5.10) 
In addition, at the terminal time T, one has the following relation 
between the elements pi j (T)  of the costate matrix P*(T) and the 
posed cost functional 
• T 0 T pij( ) -  - -  . (5 .11)  a~(T)  tr [M~(T)] i ::.(~ )
5.5 THE EQUATIONS OF THE COSTATE MATRIX 
In this Section we shall write some of the above necessary conditions 
in a more suggestive form; in essense, we shall write Eqs. (5.8) and 
(5.11) in a matrix form. This task can be accomplished by using the 
shorthand notation associated with gradient matrices (see Athuns and 
Schweppe, 1965). The basic ideas needed are summarized in the follow- 
ing definition and the required formulae in the subsequent lemma. 
DEFINITIO~ 5.1 Let f (X) denote a real, sufficiently differentiable, 
scalar-valued function of the elements xij of an arbitrary square matrix X. 
Then the gradient matrix [Of( X ) ]/OX is defined as the matrix whose ijth 
element is the scalar [Of( X ) ]/ Oxi j .  
LEMMA 5.1. Let A, B, and X denote arbitrary real square matrices. Then 
the following relations are true (see Athans and Schweppe, 1965). 
o tr [xA'] = A (5.12) 
ax 
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o • t r  [XAXB'] A'X'B BX'A'. (5.13) + 
Using the above notation and results we observe that the necessary 
condition (5.8) can be written as 
d P*(t) = OH • 
d-t o~( t )  " (5.14) 
Now the Hamiltonian function given by Eq. (5.5) is formed by the sum 
of several trace functions; by repeated use of Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) 
we deduce that Eq. (5.14) yields 
d P*(t) = - Q'(t)P*(t) - P*(t)Q(t) 
at (5.15) 
+Y'(u*, t)~,*'(t)P*(t) q- P*(t)Y,*'(t)Y'(u*, t). 
Equation (5.15) implies that the costate matrix P*(t) obeys a linear 
matrix differential equation. 
In an analogous manner we note that Eq. (5.11) can also be written 
in the form 
P*(T) - 0 ::*(T) OZ(T) tr [M•(T)] , (5.16) 
and, in view of Eq. (5.12) we obtain the simple relation 
P*(T) = M. (5.17) 
5,6 T I lE  MINIMIZATION OF TIlE HAMILTONIAN 
In this Section we shall examine the necessary condition (5.9) and 
obtain from it some relations which link the optimal modulation u*(t) 
to theeovariance matrix 2~*(t), the costate matrix P*(t), and the costate 
variable po*( t ). 
,From the relation (5.9) and Eq. (5.5) we deduce that the inequality 
p~*(t)u*(t) -- tr[Y,*(t)Y(u*, t)w.*(t)P*' (t)] 
<= po*(t)u(t) -- tr[l~,*(t)Y(u, t)~,*(t)P*'(t)] (5.18) 
holds for every t C [to, T] and all u(t),  0 < u(t) <_ U. 
But the inequality (5.18) reduces to the relation 
po*(t)u*(t) - tr[Y(u*, t)F*'(t)] (5.19) 
<_ po*(t)u(t) - tr[Y(u, t)F*'(t)], 
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where we define the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix r*(t) by 
F*'(t) ~ Y,*(t)P*'(t)~*(t). (5.20) 
Next, we decompose the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix F*(t) into its 
submatrices: 
Fr l*(t)  i r~*(t)- 
r*(t) L i- Si;/ (521) 
(where F~*(t) is an n X n matrix and F4*(t) is an m X m matrix). 
Recall that the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix Y(u, t) was defined by 
Eq. (4.13). Using Eqs. (4.13) and (5.21) we find that 
1 2 r 
tr [Y(u, t)r*'(t)] = ~(t) u (t)c (t)r~*(t)e(t) 
1 u(t)It'(t) *' + h~(t) F3 (t) d(t) + d'(t)I'~'(t)c(t)] (5.22) 
1 d'(t)F*'(t)  d(t). 
+h-(/5 
From Eqs. (5.22) and (5.19)we deduce that the following inequality 
must hold [since h(t) > 0 according to Eq. (3.8)] 
u*2(t)c'(t)F*'(t)e(t) + u*(t)ic'(t)F*'(t) d(t) 
+ d'(t)r*~'(t)c(t) - h(t)po*(t)] 
>= u2(t)e' (t)F*' (t)e(t) (5.23) 
d- u(t)[c'(t)r*'(t) d(t) 
+ d'(t)F*'(t)e(t) - h(t)po*(t)]. 
For the sake of compactness let us define the scalars a*(t) and ¢~*(t) by 
a*(t) ~ e'(t)r*'(t)e(t) (5.24) 
~*(t) A , ., = e (t)r~ (t) d(t) + d'(t)r*'(t)e(t) - h(t)p~*(t), (5.25) 
so that Eq. (3.23) takes the form 
u*2(t)a*(t) + u*(t)fl*(t) > u2(t)a*(t) + u(t)~*(t) (5.26) 
for all t 6 It0, T] and all u(t), 0 <-_ u(t) <= U. 
The inequality (5.26) is the one which will enable us to deduce cer- 
tain conclusions regarding the functional dependence of the optimal 
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modulation u*(t) upon the corresponding covarianee matrix :~*(t), 
the costate matrix P*(t), and the costate variable po*(t) through the 
involved relationship of a*(t) and ~*(t) upon these quantities. 
5.7 TH~ FUnCTIONaL FO~MS OF u*(t) 
The fundamental inequality (5.26) can be interpreted in the follow- 
ing way. Let ~(o~) be a scalar function of ~0 given by 
~,(~) & ~2a*(t) + ~*( t )  (5.27) 
with w constrained in the interval 
o _-< co __< U. (5.28) 
Since ~(o~) is a continuous function of e and since the constraint set 
[0, U] is compact, hen ~(oJ) has a maximum at, say, o~ = o .  In view of 
Eq. (5.26) we then conclude that, if 0 is the maximizing w, then 
u*(t) = ,o. (5.29) 
The maximum of ~,(~o) can occur either at the interior (0, U) of the 
constraint set [0, U] or at the boundary points 0 and/or U. The function 
3@o) has an extremum at w = ~ which satisfies the relation 
Since 
oz(~)a~ ~=~ = o. (5.30) 
0~(oJ) _ 2a*(t)~0 + fl*(t) (5.31) 
&o 
02~(~)  - 2a*(t), (5.32) 
0w 2 
it follows that the search for the absolute maximum of "y(~) reduces to 




is a maximum (a*(t) < 0), minimum (a*(t) > 0), and whether or not 
is in the constraint set [0, U]. Standard manipulations yield that the 
maximum o = u* (t) must satisfy the following three relations: 
Case I: a*(t) > 0 (5.34) 
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g 








PU L F / ~  I., ,~ u/  
^>U (b) lFw ~,THEN y(O}= max y(~} (~o:0) 
~,  [0, U] 
FIG. 3. Geometry for a*(t) > 0. 
In  this case the extremum (5.33) is a minimum of ~(~). The general 
shape of ~(~) looks like the one shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, if ~ < U/2, 
then 0 = U. I fa  > U/2, then o = 0. I f~  = U/2, then~,(~) ismaxi -  
mized for either w ° = 0 or for w ° = U. Therefore, 
~*(t) > U u*(t) = 0 if a*(t) = 
u*(t) = U if ~*(t) < U = 
in view of Eq. (5.20). 
(5.35) 
In  this case the extremum (5.33) is a maximum of ~,(@. The general 
shape of ~(~) is i l lustrated in Fig. 4. Clearly, if ~ < 0, then o = 0: 
o o I f0  =< ~ =< U, then~ = ~. I f~  > U, then~ = U. Therefore, 
Case I I :  a*(t)  < 0 (5.36) 




(a) IF~<O, THEN p,(O)= max 7(u) (~°=0} 
~, [O,U] 
" ~  a*(t)<O 
/ u \  "° 
(b) IFO<~_U, THEN 7((~)= max y(~) (~o.-~) 
,,,, [o,u] 
)'(co) 
7'(U)I- ~ &Wlt)¢O 
OL/ ] I , 
(C) IF.~>U, THEN 7" (U) = max ~'1~) (w°=U) 
(o, [0, U] 
FIG. 4. Geometry for a*(t) < 0. 
u*(t) = 0 if 
u*(t) = /3*(t) if 
2a*(t) 




0 < ~*(t) < U (5.37) 
= 2a*(t) = 
t~*(t) >U 
2a*(t) 
Case I I I :  a*(t) = 0 (5.38) 
If  a*(t) = 0, then ~(~)  = ~*(t)~, and so "y(,) is a straight line. Clearly, 
" 0 as i l lustrated in Fig. 5, if ~*(t) > 0, then ~ = U. If  ~*(t) < 0, then 
o = 0. If  ~*(t) = 0, then o is not uniquely defined. Therefore, 
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7 ( u ~  e*(t)=o 
(a) IF ,e*lt)  >o,  THEN 7 (U} = max 71(~) ((~o=u) 
~, [O.U] 
7(,J) 
(b) IF ,8=(t) < O, THEN 7 (0)  = max 7 (~) (~°=0) 
~e [0. U] 
FIG. 5. Geometry for a*(l) = 0. 
u*(t) =o  if ~*(t) < o 
(5.30) 
u*(t) = u if ~*(t) >o  
u*(t) not uniquely defined it ~*(t) = 0 (5.40) 
The latter situation which arises when ~*(t) = ~*(t) = 0 is commonly 
called the singular condition. 
6. THE ON-OFF  PR INCIPLE ;  STATE EST IMATION 
In the previous Section we stated and manipulated the necessary 
conditions for optimality for the state estimation problem. In essense, 
we obtained the differential equation of the costate variable po*(t) 
[see Eq. (5.7)], the matrix differential equation of the costate matrix 
P*(t) [see Eq. (5.15)], and the terminal boundary condition on P*(T) 
[see Eq. (5.17)]. Furthermore, we deduced that the optimal modulation 
u*(t) must depend upon the scalars a*(t) and ~*(t) according to Eqs. 
(5.34-5.40); recall that the scalar-valued functions a*(t) and ~*(t) 
were defined in terms of E*(t), P*(t), and po*(t) by Eqs. (5.19-5.26). 
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In this Section we shall combine the derived necessary conditions in 
order to show that a*(t): > 0 for all t, to =< t -<_ T. This implies that the 
optimal modulation u*(t) must be related to a*(t) and 5*(t) by the 
relation 
u*(t) = 0 if ~*(t)/a*(t) ~ U 
(6.1) 
u*(t) = u if ~*(t) /~*(t)  < u 
in view of Eq. (5.35). We shall call this result the on-off modulation 
principle, since it evidently states that the optimal modulation must be a 
piecewise-constant function of time which "switches" between the two levels 
0 (no modulation) and U (full power modulation). 
6.1 SYMMETRY AND DEF IN ITENESS PROPERT IES  
To  establish the on-off modulation principle it is necessary at first to 
state some properties of the covariance matrix ~ (t), which satisfies the 
matrix Riccati equation (4.40). 
d_ ~*(t) = Q(t)~*(t) + ~*(t)Q~(t) - ~*(t)Y(u*,t)~*(t) + S(t) (6.2) 
dt 
subject to the boundary condition :E*(t0) = ~0. The  basic results that 
we shall need are summarized in the following lemma : 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that the initial covariance matrix ~o is symmetric 
and positive definite. Suppose that the dynamical systems S and N are 
uniformly completely observable (see Appendix A ). Then (a) the solution 
~,* (t ) of Eq. (6.2) exists and is unique, and (b) ~*(t) is a symmetric and 
positive definite matrix for all t C [t¢, T]. 
The proof of this Lemma is a direct consequence of the results given by 
Kalman (1961), pp. 101-107. 
Our basic obiective in this Section is to show that a*(t) > O. Since 
[see Eq. (5.24)] c~*(t) is given by the relation 
a*(t)  = c ' ( t ) r * ' ( t )c ( t ) ,  (6.3) 
and since the assumption of uniform complete observabi]ity for the 
dynamical system S implies that c(t) cannot be identically the zero 
vector, it follows that a*(t) ~ 0 if r*~(t) is a positive definite matrix. 
The  following lemma establishes this fact. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose that: 
(a) ~*(t) is symmetric and positive definite for all t ~ [to, T], and 
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(b) the n X n symmetric matrix K [see Eqs. (4.28), (4.30), and (4.31)] 
is positive definite. 
Then, the n X n matrix Fl*(t) is symmetric and positive definite for all 
t 6 [to, T], and so 
a*(t) > 0 /or all t 6 [to, T]. (6.4) 
Proof: The proof of this lemma revolves around Eqs. (5.20), (5.21), 
and the matrix differential equation (5.15) satisfied by the eostate 
matrix P*(t). The following steps represent the outline of the proof: 
(a) The symmetry of ~*(t) will be used to show that P*(t) and F*(t) 
are also symmetric; 
(b) the positive definiteness of K will be used to show that F*(t) is 
positive semidefinite; 
(c) the positive definiteness of :~*(t) and of K will be used to show 
that Fl*(t) is symmetric and positive definite. 
Consider the matrix differential equation (5.15). Define ~(t) to be 
the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix 
r~(t) ~ -Q( t )  + ~*'(t)Y'(u*, t). (6.5) 
Since ]~*(t) is symmetric and since (see Eq. (4.13)] Y(u*, t) is also 
symmetric, we conclude that 
~(t) = -Q( t )  + z*(t)Y(u*, t) (6.6) 
~t'(t) = -Q ' ( t )  + V'(u*, t)Y,*'(t) 
(6.7) 
= -Q' ( t )  + Y(u*, t)~*(t). 
Therefore P*(t) satisfies the matrix differential equation 
d P*(t) = P*(t)rt(t) + a'(t)P*(t),  (6.8) 
dt 
which is linear in P*(t). 
The matrix equation (6.8) has an analytical solution (see Bellman, 
1960, p. 175; or Athans, 1965) in terms of ~I,(t, r), the (n + m) X 
(n + m) fundamental matrix satisfying the equation 
d O(t, r) = £t(t)cI,(t, r); O(r, r) = I. (6.9) 
dt 
It is well known that: 
O(t, r) is nonsingular for all t and r. (6.10) 
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Using this fundamental matrix one finds that P*(t) is related to 
P*(T) = M [see Eq. (5.17)] by 
P*(t) = ,l~(t, T)P*(T)q,'(t, T) 
(6.11) 
= ,I,(t, T)MO'(t,  T). 
Since M is symmetric it follows that [by taking transposes of both sides 
of Eq. (6.11)] 
P*(t) is symmetric for all t C [to, T]. (6.12) 
Since y,*(t) is also symmetric, we conclude from Eq. (5.20) that 
F*(t) is symmetric for all t C [to, T]; (6.13) 
and so 
r*(t) = ~*(t)P*(t)Z~*(t) (6.14) 
= W,*(t)O(t, T)Mo'(t,  T)~*'(t). (6.15) 
Define W to be the (n + m) X (n + m) matrix 
W £ O'(t, T)Y,*(t). (6.16) 
Since ~*(t) is positive definite it is also nonsingular; (I)t(t, T) is also 
nonsingular. Therefore, 
• IZ is nonsingular. (6.17) 
Next, we shall prove that F*(t) is positive semidefinite. Since lYl is 
positive semidefinite, then 
~'MO = 0 (6.18) 
for all vectors V. From Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16) we have 
r*(t) = W'MW (6.19) 
and so 
='r*(t)= = ='w'Mw= = (~=) 'M(w=)  > 0 (6.20) 
because of Eq. (6.18) and because we can choose O =W=. The fact that 
W is nonsingular implies that the relation (6.20) holds for all =, and we 
therefore conclude that 
F*(t) is positive semidefinite for all t C [to, T]. (6.21) 
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The n X n matrix rl*(t) is defined by Eq. (5.21). Since r*(t) is 
symmetric and positive semidefinite, it follows that: 
rl*(t) is symmetric and positive semidefinite. (6.22) 
To prove that Fl*(t) is positive definite it suffices that prove that 
Fl*(t) is nonsingular (because a nonsingular symmetric positive semi- 
definite matrix must be positive definite). 
Let us decompose the (n 4- m) X (n 4- m) matrix W into its sub- 
matrices: 
= 
where ~F1 is an n X n matrix. Fore Eqs. (5.21) and (6.19) we compute 
that 
Fl*(t) = WI'KW1. (6.24) 
But, sinceW isnonsingular, it followsthatW~ andqP~' are also nonsingular. 
Since K is positive definite, then K is also nonsingular. Therefore, from 
Eq. (6.24) we conclude that F~*(t) is nonsing"alar nd, in view of Eq. 
(6.22), that r~*(t) is symmetric and positive definite. Therefore, 
a*(t) = e'(t)r*'(t)e(t) > 0 (6.25) 
for all c(t) ~ 0 Q.E.D. 
6.2 STATEMENT OF THE 0N-OFF  PRINCIPLE 
In this Section we shall summarize the necessary conditions for 
optimality for the problem 4.1 which we have derived in Sections 5 and 
6, utilizing the symmetry  properties developed. 
THEO!aEM 6.1. (The Necessary Conditions): Suppose that u*(t), 
t ~ [to, T], is the optimal modulation. Let Y,*(t) be the resultant covariance 
matrix and let cre* (t) be the resulting energy variable. Then there is a con- 
stant p.* and a eostate matrix P*(t) such that 
( 1 ) The following differential equations twld: 
d ~*(t) = + -- ~:*(t)Y(u*, t)F,*(t) 4- S(t) Q(t)]~*(t) z*(t)QI(t) 
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d P*(t) = P* ( t ) [ -Q( t )  + 2~*(t)Y(u*, t)] 
dt (6.28) 
+ [ -Q ' ( t )  + ~*(t)Y(u*, t)]P*(t) 
(where Q(t), S(t), and Y(u, t) are defined by Eqs. (4.11-4.13)). 
(2) The following boundary conditions hold: 
At t = to ; x*(to) = ~o ; (~*(to) = 0 (6.29) 
At t = T; z*(T) = W P*(T) = I7I. (6.30) 
(3) If 
and if 
F rl* (t)l r2* (t) -] 
= - -L  . . . . .  . . . . .  J 
r*(t) ~ x*(t)p*(t)y~*(t) r3*(t)Ir~*(t) (6.31) 
a*(t) £ c'(t)rl*(t)c(t) (6.32) 
~*(t) --£ --h(t)po* + 2c'(t)r2*(t) d(t), (6.33) 
then the optimal modulation u* ( t ) must satisfy the relation 
~*(t) > U u*(t) = 0 if ~*(t) = 
~*(t) =< U. u*(t) = U if a*(t) 
(6.34) 
This theorem is called the on-off principle. 
7. DISCUSSION 
We now discuss the use of the on-off principle, various special cases 
the problem of vector criteria, an alternate formulation, and a few of 
the many possible extensions. 
7.1 UsE oF ON-OFF PI~I~ClPLE 
The on-off principle can be used in two ways: (1) to provide insight 
into the nature of optimal modulations, and (2) as a basis for calculat- 
ing optimal modulations for specific problems. 
The necessary conditions given by Theorem 6.1 can be used to deter- 
mine in any particular problem the optimal modulation u*(t). With the 
exception of certain simple cases, it is in general very difficult to deduce 
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closed-form expressions for u*(t), and one must use a digital or analog 
computer. The determination of u*(t) from Theorem 6.1 involves the 
numericN solution of a "two-point" boundary value problem. The pro- 
eedure for its solution involves the integration of the matrix differential 
equations (6.26), (6.27), and (6.28), subiect o the "split" boundary 
conditions (6.29) and (6.30), and with the signal u*(t) constrained to 
satisfy Eq. (6.34). There are many techniques which are available today 
(or being currently investigated) which deal with the numerieN solution 
of such problems which ahvays arise in the study of optimization prob- 
lems. We have not as yet developed a computer program which is 
tailored to the numerical solution of the problem at hand; however, in 
view of the variety of the available techniques the development of such 
a computer program is feasible, but it does not represent a trivial task. 
In most optimal control problems, real time feedback controls are 
required. However, signal design problems are of the "open-loop" 
type. For this reason, it becomes feasible to use a large amount of com- 
puter time in order to arrive at a good waveform. In this sense "optimal 
solutions" are practical from an engineering point of view. 
Associated with the development of a computer program for the solu- 
tion of the relations given in Theorem 6.1 is the investigation, from a 
theoretical point oi view, of the uniqueness properties of the optimal 
modulation u*(t). In other words, there may exist severn optimal and 
distinct modulations. Of equal importance is the investigation of the 
uniqueness of the solutions to Eqs. (6.26-6.34). Even though the optimal 
modulation u*(t) may be unique, there may be other (locally optimal) 
modulations which satisfy the local necessary conditions for optimality 
provided by Theorem 6.1. At present, there are no general results that 
deal with such uniqueness properties, and this remains an open area for 
investigation. If one develops a convergent digital computer program 
that determines the solutions to Eqs. (6.26-6.34) one can then compute 
the cost associated with each solution using Eq. (4.32) and thus isolate 
the optimal one(s) by direct comparison of the costs. It should also be 
noted that the existence ot an optimal modulation has been assumed, not 
proved. 
The on-off principle states that the optimal modulation is either at full 
or zero power. In terms of the radar example discussed in Section 2, this 
means the optimum transmission is a "pulse-train." This fact itself can 
prove very valuable to a waveform designer. Further investigation of the 
structure of the equations forming the on-off principle may lead to fur- 
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ther insight, for example, theorems on the maximum number of switch- 
ings, i.e., the maximum number of pulses in optimal radar pulse trains. 
The on-off principle can be considered a representation f the optimal 
modulation in terms of a finite number of parameters (the boundary 
conditions). This parameterization should be contrasted to the philoso- 
phy often used in signM design of ( 1 ) parameterizing the signal in terms 
of a finite number of parameters (i.e., coefficients of some 0rthonormal 
expansion or "2 BT" samples), and (2) then attempting to Optimize 
these parameters subject o amplitude and energy constraints. The physi- 
cal nature of the problem and the amplitude and energy constraints are 
naturMly reflected in the p~rameterization provided by the on-off princi- 
ple. Insights, such as the above, into the nature of optimal modulations 
can be equally if not more vMuable than numerical solutions for par- 
tieular cases. 
7.9 SPECIAL CASES 
A specific example of the results that we can obtain using the frame- 
work and theory developed can be found in the paper by Schweppe and 
Gray (1966). This paper considers the problem of deriving the optimal 
amplitude modulation program for a radar system when one desires to 
estimate the state of an accelerating point-target reflector. In this special 
ease, we can obtain an analytical and closed-form solution for the opti- 
mal on-off modulation. [Schweppe and Gray (1966) actually use an 
energy constraint like (3.12) instead of (3.13) as assumed here. Itow- 
ever, this effects only definite behavior and not the general behavior of 
the problem.] 
In many applications there is only white noise that corrupts the ob- 
servations. Since the dynamical system N of Fig. 1 is used to model a 
markov observation noise, and since many problems do not involve any 
markovian observation oise, it is important o know whether the ab- 
sence of the markov noise O(t) effeets the on-off principle. We assert 
that the on-off principle still holds even in the absence of markov noise. 
(The proof of this assertion is not difficult and it follows identical steps 
to those given in Sections 5 and 6; as a matter of fact the equations turn 
out to be much simpler). For example, the radar problem considered in 
the paper by Schweppe and Gray (1966) did not contain any markov 
observation noise. 
The dynamical system S of Fig. 1 is driven by white noise, and hence 
its output signal y(t) is a (markov) stochastic process. There are prob- 
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lens in which the modulation u(t) operates upon a deterministic signal 
containing unknown parameters, rather than a stochastic process. A 
deterministic signal with unknown parameters can still be generated by 
the dynamical system S by removing the white noise drive (i.e., y(t) = 
0) and by starting the system from initial conditions (or state) that 
correspond to the unknown parameters. In our formulation, the deter- 
ministic output ease can be approximated, arbitrarily closely, by making 
the white noise drive very small (by letting the covariance matrL~ R(t) 
o~ Eq. (3.3) be small, i.e., R(t) --~ O). The case of no a priori information 
on the parameters can be modelled by making the initial covariance 
matrix very large (i.e., ~(t0) --~ m ). We conjecture that the on-off princi- 
ple will still yield the optimal signal in this limiting ease (this was the 
ease in the results contained in the paper by Schweppe and Gray, 1966). 
However, an explicit proof of this conjecture is not as yet available. 
The performance criterion (or the cost functional) given by Eqs. 
(2.17) or (2.19) for the state estimation problem was defined using a 
quadratic form and by employing a positive definite matrix K. The as- 
sumption that K was positive definite ruled out any singular conditions 
in the neeessay conditions provided by the minimum principle. (In 
our problem, the ease a*(t) = 0 during a finite interval of time was 
ruled out.) In practice, one may wish to use as the cost functional a
matrix K which is only positive-semidefinite. It is natural to wonder 
whether the use of a positive-semidefinite matrix K will invalidate the 
developed on-off principle. We shall comment upon this case in the 
remainder of this section. 
If we consider the results presented in Section 4.1 we observe that, in 
view of Eq. (zi.3), a*(t) < 0 provided that r~*(t) is positive semidefinite. 
As long as Fl*(t) is nonzero but positive semidefinite, there exist vectors 
c(t) such that a*(t) > 0. Thus, the requirement that r~*(t) is positive 
definite is only a su2~cient condition for a*(t) > 0. We note that Ft*(t) 
will be only positive semidefinite if either E*(t) or K or both are only 
positive semidefinite [see the arguments from Eqs. (4.16-g.24)]. On the 
other hand, since a*(t) = c'(t)F~*(t)c(t), we still avoid the singular 
condition as long as the vector c(t) does not remain in the null space of 
r~*(t) over a finite interval of time. We remark that in the: example 
considered by Schweppe and Gray (1966), the matrix K was chosen to 
be positive-semidefinite; n one case a singular condition was possible 
while in another the singular condition did not occur (in this example, 
the singular condition yielded nonunique optimal modulation). Of 
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course, from a theoretical point of view, one can avoid the singular 
condition by using a positive definite matrix which is "almost" a positive 
semidefinite one. However, such mathematical tricks can often "back- 
fire" because they may lead to numerical instability and accuracy prob- 
lems when one attempts to solve the differential equations on a digital 
computer. Thus questions of this nature cannot be dismissed lightly and 
additional research into the theoretical, practical, and numerical aspects 
of the theory is required. 
7.3 PARAMETRIC STUDIES AND VECTOR CRITERIA 
We have defined an optimum modulation as one which minimizes 
some scalar criterion subject to constraints. Urffortunately, real signal 
design problems can rarely be expressed in such a convenient form. For 
example, there are many possible combinations of criteria and con- 
straints, and the "best" single choice is seldom self-evident. Such diffi- 
culties are common to almost all optimization problems and have a 
classic solution, the parametric study. In a parametric study we simply 
investigate the optimum solutions for various combinations of cost func- 
tions and constraints and then use "engineering judgement" to decide 
which solution provides the "best performance." Our formulation is 
well suited to parametric studies. 
An alternate way to view the situation is as a problem with vector- 
valued criteria. The concepts discussed by Zadeh (1963) of "nonin- 
ferior" and "superior" solutions can prove very useful in making our 
final "engineering judgement." To illustrate, assume we fix the con- 
straints on energy and amplitude (and bandwidth). It is usually diffi- 
cult to choose a scalar function of the covariance matrix 21 to use as a 
criterion as we really have a problem with a vector-vaiued criterion (or 
matrix valued in this case). We actually would like to minimize the 
whole matrix 2;. The situation has a clear geometric interpretation if the 
concept of an error ellipsoid is used; an n X n positive definite covariance 
matrix defines an n-dimensional e lipsoid which is a contour of constant 
probability of error (Cramer, 1946). A modulation with covariance 2:1 
is "superior" to a modulation with matrix 212 if the ellipsoid of 211 is 
contained entirely within the ellipsoid of 21~ (or alternately if 212--211 is 
positive:definite). A "noninferior" modulation is such that no other 
modulation satisfying the constraints is superior, i.e., no admissible 
modulation can give an error ellipsoid contained entirely within the 
ellipsoid of a "noninferior" modulation. In terms of vector criteria, an 
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"optimum" modulation would be one whose ellipsoid lies within all 
other possible ellipsoids, but, in general, such "optima" do not exist 
for our modulation design problems. Although Sehweppe (1965b) and 
Schweppe and Gray (1965) do not emphasize the "noninferior" and 
"superior" concepts, their discussions and results on the effects of choos- 
ing various scalar functions of I~ as criteria are good examples of the 
basic situation. 
7.4 AN ALTERNATE FORMULATION 
The problem formulation and solution were accomplished in terms of 
the covarianee matrix, E(t). It is sometimes more convenient to work 
with the information matrix M(t) (in the sense of R.A. Fisher, see for 
example, Kullbeck, 1959; Kalrnan, 1961; or Schweppe, 1964). For our 
purposes, it is sufficient o consider this information matrix M(t) to be 
defined by the relation 
M(t) = ~-~(t), (7A) 
and it is a real, symmetric, positive definite matrix. 
Differentiation of (7.1) yields the relation 
LM( t )  =-  F,-~(t)[dx,(t)]~-~(t). (7.2) 
From (7.2) and (4.14) we deduce that M(t) satisfies the matrix Riccati 
differential equation 
et M(t) = -- M(t)Q(t) - Q'(t)lV[(t) dt 
with the initial condition 
- -  M(t)S(t)M(t) + Y(u, t) 
(7.a) 
~(~0) = ~- l ( t0 ) .  (7 .4)  
The Riecati equation (7.3) may be used to visualize the "flow of infor- 
mation" as a function of time. 
It should be noted that our definition for the information matrix is 
not the fundamental definition. In certain problems, M(t) may exist 
even though li~(t) does not have an inverse. It is espeeially true for the 
initial conditions (7.4). For example, if we want to model larg e initial 
uncertainties in x(t0) prior to observations by assuming E(to) is infinite, 
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we would have 
M(t(,) - 0 
7.5 EXTENSIONS 
The point of view adopted in this paper, namely, state-space formula- 
tion and subsequent application of the available theory of optimization, 
appears to hold promise both as a conceptual tool as well as a unified 
technique for solving practical problems. Whether or not this approach 
will have wide applicability in the solution of practical problems onIy the 
future can tell. However, we feel that the point of view, and in particular 
the on-off principle, marks the beginning of many investigations in the 
area of modulation design. 
Some areas of future work have already been indicated in Section 7.1, 
i.e., computation algorithms, uniqueness and existence theorems, and 
structural theorems, on for example, the maximum number of switchings. 
We will now discuss other areas. 
The ideas underlying the incorporation of bandwidth type considera- 
tions into the problem formulation have already been discussed in Sec- 
tion 3.5. Other constraints on the modulation are also possible. 
We considered the design of u(t), t ~ [to, T], assuming the observa- 
tions z(t), t ff [t[ , T]. A closely related and interesting problem is the 
design of u( t), t E [t~, T], assuming observations z(t), t C [to, oo]; that 
is, we continue observing the markov signal plus white noise after time 
T where u(t) = 0 for t > T. Conceptually, such an extended observa- 
tion interval requires a relatively small change in our problem formu- 
lation. 
The formulations of Sections 2and 3 apply to the minimization of some 
scalar function of the covariance matrix of the error subject o constraints 
on peak amplitude and energy. Obviously there are many other equally 
interesting ways to combine criteria and constraints; for example, 
minimize the energy with constraints on the amplitude and on the 
"value" of the covariance matrix. The minimum principle is such that 
the specific combination of criteria and constraints is (conceptually) 
unimportant. In most cases, only the boundary conditions for the two- 
point boundary value problem change; the functional form of the opti- 
mum solutions remain unchanged. This concept is related to the vector 
criterion discussion of Section 7.3. 
An interesting aspect of our formulation is the inherent relationship 
between the nonlinear matrix Riccati equation and a higher-order sys- 
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tem of linear differential equations. This relationship can be traced to 
the fact that the Riccati equation itself arises from a variational prob- 
lem, i.e., the determination of the best filter. Thus our signal optimiza- 
tion can be viewed as an application of the calculus of variations (the 
minimum principle) to the "solution" of a problem in the calculus of 
variations. 
Many communication and radar design problems involve making 
decisions rather than estimating the system's state. For example 
(1) In radar detection, is the observed process signal plus noise or 
just noise? (2) In communication systems, to which member of a known 
finite alphabet does the observed signal correspond? Schweppe (1966) 
also formulates uch decision-making problems in terms of state differ- 
enti~l equations and matrix Riccati equations. The basic concepts under- 
lying our approach to optimum signal design are the same in both cases. 
The primary difference is the nature of the criteria used. For the decision- 
making problem, the criterion is a function of the integral of ~(t) from 
0 to T rather than just a function of the end point, 2~(T). We have 
already proven that an on-off principle also applies in certain detection 
problems. This result will be published in a later paper. 
The basic model of Fig. 1 can be extended and modified in many ways 
depending on the particular application under consideration. Schweppe 
(1965a) discusses one modification which results when an optimal fre- 
quency modulation is designed. Other examples (on which investiga- 
tions have begun) include: 
(1) A vector modulation signal for use in M-ary communication sys- 
tems. 
(2) Incorporation of a linear dynamical system whose output is the 
actual modulating signal. 
(3) Tracking models where the "modulation" optimizes a traeker's 
motion relative to the object being tracked. 
Such examples (especially the third one) illustrate the point made in 
Section 2 that the term "modulation" for u(t) was chosen only for the 
sake of exposition. In many applications, a different erm might be far 
more natural. 
Perhaps the best way to summarize is as follows. For a very wide class 
of problems (linear systems, Gaussian statistics) with some sort of 
modulation control on how the observations are made, the optimum 
modulation can be viewed as the optimum control for a "plant" defined 
(at least partially) by a matrix Rieatti equation. The elements of the 
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covariance m~trix ~re state v~riables. The fundamental question under- 
lying future investigation is: How does one optimally control t~he matrix 
Ricatti equation? 
APPENDIX A 
CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY ASSUMPTIONS 
In this appendix we shall state certain additional assumptions regard- 
ing the structure of the dynamical systems S and N together with the 
structure of the noise processes ~(t), ~(t), and ~(t). 
Let O1(t; tO) denote the fundamental matrix of the system (2.3) de- 
fined by the equation 
d Ol(t; to) = A(t)Ol(t; to); Ol(to • to) = I. (A.1) dt 
Let o~(t; to) denote the fundamental matrix of the system (2:5) defined 
by the equation : 
d O~(t; to) = F(t)O2(t; to), ON(to" to) = I. (A.2) dt 
It is assumed that the following matrices are positive definite for all 
tl and t2 : 
ft *~ O~( t2 ; t)B( t)R( t)B' ( t)O'~( t2 ;t) (A.3) dt 
1 
ft t~ 02(t~ ; t)G(t)~(t)G' (t)O'2(t2 ;t) (A.4) dt 
I 
ft t~ 10~'(t  t~)c(t)c'(t)O~(t" t2) dt (A.5) 
~( t) ; 
ft t~ t ~ ~ O2'(t ;t2) d(t) d'(t)O~(t ;/2) dr. (A.6) 
These assumptions are necessary and sufficient to guarantee that the sys- 
tems S and N are uniformly completely controllable and uniformly com- 
pletely Observable (for example, see Kalman, 1961, pp. 86-102). 
RECEIVED: JULY 1, 1966; revised February 13, 1967. 
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